Introduction

In November 2014, Nest released Enhanced Auto-Schedule, an updated and re-designed version of schedule learning for the Nest Learning Thermostat. This flagship feature of the thermostat allows users to obtain the benefits of a heating and cooling schedule without the hassle of manually programming their thermostat. It adapts to customers' lives, making customers comfortable while saving energy at the same time.

In this paper, we describe how Enhanced Auto-Schedule allows customers to save even more energy by learning a schedule that better fits their routine. Specifically, we show in simulation that Enhanced Auto-Schedule saves users 23.1% in cooling and 19.5% in heating. Compared to our previous approach, this is an additional savings of 6.1% for cooling and 5.6% for heating. This estimate doesn't guarantee specific energy savings. Actual energy savings will depend on factors beyond the Nest Thermostat's control, such as furnace efficiency, home construction and weather, and customer interactions.

The simulations used in this paper were based on home data for North America, because a full season of heating data is not yet available for Nest Thermostats in European countries. However, we believe that savings in Europe may be similar to those in the US because Auto-Schedule is primarily based on learning from user inputs and target temperatures. In general, for countries with milder climates, savings numbers can be expected to be higher, as changes in target temperature will have a larger impact on HVAC runtime. For countries with more extreme climates, savings numbers may be lower. As Nest has done with other white papers, the Auto-Schedule white paper will be revised accordingly as more data becomes available for homes in European markets.

In the US, heating and cooling accounts for approximately 54% of residential energy [1]. In the countries where the Nest Thermostat is available in Europe, heating accounts for 44-65% of residential energy use (UK: 60%[2]; France: 61%[3]; Ireland: 44%[4]; Netherlands: 65%[5]; Belgium 54%[6]). Basic, non-programmable thermostats generally hold a “comfort temperature” for a majority of the time, wasting valuable energy during potential set-back periods, such as when a user is asleep, away, or otherwise willing to accept a more energy-efficient temperature.

Programmable thermostats are designed to save energy by allowing the user to enter a schedule. However, the user interface for entering schedules is often not intuitive or not flexible enough to meet user needs. This results in many users never actually entering a schedule. Furthermore, even when they put the schedule in, when behavior patterns change, the user resorts to a “hold” mode similar to an unprogrammed thermostat. In fact, many studies have documented that programmable thermostats are often operated in “hold” mode, and may produce
no net savings over traditional non-programmable thermostats [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This failure of existing tools provides an opportunity for savings through the use of automatic schedule learning. Specifically, the EPA has estimated that having a properly programmed schedule with good setbacks can save up to 20% on heating and cooling bills [13].

Since its original release in October 2011, Nest Auto-Schedule has overcome these problems by learning from user inputs and other sensor data to develop a schedule that works for each home. It starts with an empty schedule so that it can learn the routines and preferences of the user, and continues to adapt to their ever-changing schedule. Our past study showed that Nest Auto-Schedule, together with Auto-Away, leads to 19.8% cooling and 16.2% heating savings during peak seasons, as compared to traditional thermostats holding constant at their personal 90th percentile temperature [14]. It is also the second most loved feature by Nest customers.

In our early trials prior to launching the first-generation Nest Learning Thermostat, we discovered two things: (1) Users need to be in control, and therefore Auto-Schedule should not choose a temperature the customer didn't select, and (2) Auto-Schedule should start with a blank schedule and adapt quickly at first. When we assumed that users wanted to save energy and helped them by turning down the temperature to a number they had never set, they were not happy with the outcome. Furthermore, when we started off with a set schedule as a default, users tended to over-adjust the temperature in such a way that they ended up with a schedule that wasted more energy than if the thermostat simply started with no schedule. Making users fight against temperature schedules they did not select or want caused not only irritation and discomfort but also thermostat usage that resulted in higher energy usage than before. By nature, people don't like being told what to do.

Throughout the past three years, Auto-Schedule has been steadily updated and improved, but Enhanced Auto-Schedule is our first major re-design based on customer feedback and analysis of data from the field across the US, Canada and the UK. Critical areas we have addressed with Enhanced Auto-Schedule include:

- Increasing efficiency while respecting user inputs and not compromising comfort, and
- Improving responsiveness of schedule learning to changes after the first few weeks, including changes of season and user routines.

How does Enhanced Auto-Schedule work?

The Enhanced Auto-Schedule algorithm is predicated on paying even more attention to user inputs: every interaction is treated as a way for the user to communicate with the device about his or her preferences for a particular temperature at a particular time and day of the week. In addition to considering active interactions, we also consider lack of interactions (indicating satisfaction with the current temperature), as well as the room temperature and whether the user is home or away. This provides a more holistic view of user preference than was considered previously.
Methods

We evaluated the effectiveness and improvements of Enhanced Auto-Schedule with simulation and in a field trial. We simulated the schedule learning for an aggregate set of devices using both the original and Enhanced Auto-Schedule algorithms. Our simulation data consisted of real, anonymized historical data of user behavior from the first four weeks of device installation. We considered devices that disabled Auto-Schedule soon after installation in order to simulate on temperature changes that are more indicative of actual user preference rather than responses to the learned schedule that they experienced. We simulated the schedule learning with logged user dial turns for the first four weeks following installation using both the original and Enhanced Auto-Schedule.

Second, in order to determine whether we were truly maintaining user comfort with this upgrade, we also ran a field trial in which we recruited users, told them that they were receiving a new version of Auto-Schedule, and gave half of them the original algorithm (the placebo group) and half of them the Enhanced algorithm (the experiment group). Our trial was conducted for six weeks during late summer when users were predominantly running air conditioning.

Results

Efficiency Improvement

Enhanced Auto-Schedule improved savings across the simulated devices. Savings are expressed differently for different devices. Some examples are shown below. In Figure 1, we show an example where the workday heating setback is longer under the new algorithm. This schedule resulted from paying careful attention to adjustments the user made.

In Figure 2, we show another example where the setback learned by Enhanced Auto-Schedule is both longer and deeper than it was previously. In addition, the comfort temperature is 1°F more efficient than the previously learned schedule.

Table 1 shows our quantitative findings across the full dataset, showing the savings of Auto-Schedule when compared to the thermostat holding the user’s 90th percentile temperature during the first four weeks of device lifetime as described above. This is standard methodology that we used in our past report and is supported by independent analysis [14, 15]. Compared to this flat schedule, Enhanced Auto-Schedule saves users 23.1% in cooling and 19.5% in heating. Compared to the previous approach, this is an additional savings of 6.1% for cooling and 5.6% for heating. For completeness, we include the Auto-Schedule plus Auto-Away savings numbers during peak season as reported in our previous study [14] in the first column.
Figure 1: Enhanced Auto-Schedule achieves savings by choosing a longer setback while still respecting the user’s dial turns and preference indications.

Figure 2: Enhanced Auto-Schedule learns a longer and deeper setback, reflecting more efficient settings that the user chose, saving substantial energy.

table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>auto-schedule with auto-away savings in peak season (14)</th>
<th>original auto-schedule savings over first four weeks</th>
<th>enhanced auto-schedule savings over first four weeks</th>
<th>overall improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cooling savings</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heating savings</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ savings from simulation comparing original to enhanced auto-schedule ]
The savings are not in any way forced on every thermostat. If the user prefers more comfortable temperatures and adjusts the thermostat accordingly, schedule learning will not resist. However, if the user does make temperature changes to more efficient temperatures, Enhanced Auto-Schedule will pay more attention to these changes than previously.

**Adaptiveness Improvement**

Enhanced Auto-Schedule also adapts to users’ adjustments more closely when appropriate. By taking the entire history of the user’s interactions into account in a holistic view, Enhanced Auto-Schedule does a better job of translating consistent and intentional temperature changes after the first few weeks into learned setpoints. In one example, a user installed Nest in mid December, preferring a morning (9 AM) temperature of 72°F. After a few weeks however, the user indicated with repeated dial turns that they instead preferred 69°F. While our previous algorithm would have missed this change, Enhanced Auto-Schedule captured this preference, changing the 9AM setpoint from 72°F to 69°F.

We measured the adaptability of the algorithm quantitatively in our field trial by comparing how often the placebo group or experiment group chose to adjust the temperature or to manually edit the schedule. Our findings show that users with Enhanced Auto-Schedule adjusted the temperature 8% less often compared to the control group. Furthermore, they edited their schedule 31% less often. These numbers indicate that Enhanced Auto-Schedule is better able to adapt to users’ preferences than our previous approach. With a better adapted schedule, users are able to maintain their preferred temperatures with fewer dial turns and schedule edits.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Original Auto-Schedule</th>
<th>Enhanced Auto-Schedule</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of temperature adjustments during the trial period</td>
<td>33.31</td>
<td>30.74</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of schedule edits during the trial period</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Quantitative analysis of adaptability improvements of enhanced auto-schedule in field trial]
Overall Experience Improvement

Finally, we conducted a survey of our trial participants - both the placebo and experiment groups. The survey was sent by email and 83% responded. Detailed quantitative results can be seen in Table 3 below, and Table 4 contains some comments from users in the experiment group. 10% more participants in the experiment group preferred Enhanced Auto-Schedule than those in the placebo group who received the original Auto-Schedule. A small portion of both groups commented that they preferred the previous Auto-Schedule, at similar response rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>which learning experience did you prefer?</th>
<th>original auto-schedule (placebo)</th>
<th>enhanced auto-schedule (experiment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>previous auto-schedule</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no preference</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enhanced auto-schedule</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ survey results comparing user preference for new algorithm ]

"I think this new version ran more smoothly, and I didn’t have to remind nest that I would prefer a certain temperature at a certain time of day."

"Funny thing, first couple days I adjusted the temperature quite a bit (picky family) but since then I haven’t touched it much, it’s schedule worked very well considering how much we were adjusting it the first few days."

"The trial fine-tuned my schedule accurately and the temperatures were much more balanced throughout the day and week. I also noticed more Nest green leaves in the process."

"I felt the learning phase was very quick. Basically the next day I was noticing the set points. It felt easier than the first time."

[ experiment group participant comments about enhanced auto-schedule ]
Conclusion

In conclusion, Nest’s new Enhanced Auto-Schedule more closely follows user behavior and intentions. This new schedule learning improves further upon the savings obtained by the learning approach pioneered by the Nest Learning Thermostat, the only approach proven in the field to capture savings in the large number of thermostats that are unprogrammed today. Specifically, we have shown that:

- Auto-Schedule has been saving users up to 19.8% cooling runtime and 16.2% heating runtime during peak seasons in the field compared to having no schedule.

- Our new Enhanced Auto-Schedule provides an additional 6.1% cooling and 5.6% heating savings on top of the existing savings provided by Auto-Schedule.

- Enhanced Auto-Schedule provides increased savings by understanding user preferences even better than before.

We look forward to continuing to incorporate user feedback in order to keep improving Auto-Schedule into the future.

The savings results reported in this white paper are based on simulations and our analysis. Actual savings will vary with a number of factors, including weather, your energy use, utility rates and plan. This is an estimate and not a guarantee of savings.
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